Abstract. This paper analyzes the risk factors of developing logistics finance business in railway enterprises, identifies the risks from two aspects of external risk and internal risk, and constructs the evaluation index system of railway logistics financial risk. Based on the analysis of BP neural network structure, the training and testing of the sampling samples are carried out by using the neural network, and the risk grade of each influencing factor is obtained, which provides a basis for judging the risk prevention and control of railway logistics finance.
Introduction
The operation mode of railway logistics finance is not mature enough, it is difficult to avoid many risks brought about by logistics finance, thus bringing certain economic losses to railway logistics enterprises. In order to avoid large economic losses to railway logistics enterprises, it is very important to make an accurate evaluation according to the risks that railway logistics enterprises need to deal with, and to establish a reliable evaluation model of railway logistics financial risks. Therefore, from the point of view of railway logistics enterprises, through the use of BP neural network model, a set of relatively complete railway logistics financial risk evaluation system will be constructed. In order to deal with railway logistics financial risk to make an accurate evaluation and countermeasures.
Risk of warehouse receipt. Truthfulness risk of warehouse receipt, normative risk of filling out warehouse receipt and risk of completeness of warehouse receipt operation procedure.
Establishment of Evaluation Index System of Railway Logistics Financial Risk
By identifying the risk factors of railway logistics finance, the index system of railway logistics financial risk is constructed as shown in Table 1 . 
Bp Neural Network

Bp Neural Network Theory
BP neural network is a one-way propagation multi-layer feedforward neural network proposed by Rumelhart in 1986.There are usually three or more neurons, including the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer, the neurons between adjacent layers realize full connection, and there is no connection between the neurons of each layer. The structure of BP neural network is shown in figure  1 . Figure 1 . BP neural network structure
Learning Algorithm of Bp Neural Network
In this paper, a three-layer neural network is used, 16 risk assessment factors are taken as the number of neurons in the input layer of the model, and 1 comprehensive value of the risk output layer of the model.Empirical formula for determining the number of neurons in the hidden layer: h n a b    (1) In the formula: h is the number of neurons in the hidden layer; n is the number of neurons in the input layer; a is the number of neurons in the output layer; b is the regulating constant, and the range is [0-10].According to the formula, the range of values of the hidden layer is obtained [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , the specific number is determined according to the training condition of the model. We selecting 10 as the number of hidden layer neurons.
Positive propagation phase of input information : Input layer: 
The back Propagation stage of error Information.The definition error function is represented as:
In the formula: d and o are the expected output and the actual output of the neural network respectively; t is the number of training samples of the neural network.
The error of the output layer is:
The error of the hidden layer is:
The connection weights are revised as follows: 
Establishment of Railway Logistics Financial Risk Evaluation Model Based on Bp Neural Network
Data Collection and Processing
10 sample railways was carried out according to 10 experts. Data compiled into risk assessment indicators are shown in Table 2 , sample set for training and testing BP Neural Network.The 16 standard risk values Wj of each sample in Table 2 correspond to 16 risk factors in the financial risk index system of railway logistics, which is used as the input value of neural network, The comprehensive evaluation value T of logistics financial risk is the expected output value of neural network. 
The Table 3 . III  IV  III  III  IV  IV  III  III As shown in Table 3 , the actual output of the 8 sets of training samples is very close to the expected output, and the results of the evaluation are the same. It can be used for the generalization training of the 2 groups of samples.The results obtained from pan-China are shown in Table 4 . Table IV shows that the error value of the test sample is small, and the model has certain generalization ability, which can be used to accurately evaluate the risk of railway logistics finance.
Conclusion
Improper prevention and control of risks will bring huge losses to railway enterprises. There are many uncontrollable factors involved, this paper systematically analyzes the various factors that railway enterprises will face, and establishes a logistics financial risk evaluation system suitable for railway enterprises. Because railway enterprises have just started logistics financial business. There are not many risk data available for collection, and the construction of risk index system needs to be further improved, but it is worth making clear that the risk evaluation of railway logistics finance is based on BP neural network model.It is of reference and significance for the prevention and control of logistics financial risk of railway.
